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A B S T R A C T   

In this paper the importance of monitoring smart city with integration of sensors and Internet of Things (IoT) is 
discussed with establishment of node control process. To describe the feature of smart cities time measurements 
are considered with one hop distance between various nodes. Hence the system model is established for various 
parameters that are integrated with K-means algorithm for clustering and C4.5 for classification. As a result of 
combining the dual algorithms with system model it is possible to establish a secured state for each data with 
proper response factor. The major significance of proposed method is to introduce node point where all 
increasing queues in smart cities are controlled due to the information that is achieved from every data points. 
Moreover the improvement in projected model can be observed with four scenarios where security at every data 
point plays an important role at an increased level of 84%. In addition to security the amount of stable points is 
increased with reduction in disparities for about 2% thereby every applications in smart cities are monitored in a 
precise way.   

1. Introduction 

In advanced improvement technologies that are provided with 
Internet of Things (IoT) all application process can be introduced in 
standard cities where resources are available for extended usage. If such 
resources are used for all application monitoring then it is possible to 
convert the process to smart city where advanced features are enabled. 
After the combining process of various applications such as healthcare, 
transportations etc a separate maintenance and control unit must be 
established to secure the data as big data processing units are involved in 
the connected systems. 

In addition for the established control unit the security of data 
transmission must be improved by using proper node control techniques 
that is processed with distance measurements. For all smart cities a 
separate area of involvement with data classification is provided for 
increasing the security during data transmissions. On the other hand 

foremost importance is given to transmitting systems where every data 
must be transmitted with full unit conversions. Whenever IoT repre-
sentations are made then all data remains connected in cloud platform 
hence every data can be accessed by various users under same cluster 
platform. However for intra cluster regions the maintenance and control 
points can be extended by segmenting the data with respect to round trip 
time. Additionally with the use of advanced security sensors a stable 
control point can be established where queue points are avoided due to 
round trip time. Hence if the smart cities are monitored with advanced 
sensors then several disparities that is present in data management 
system can be removed. Further more the advanced sensors can be 
connected with real time units where the data can be received with 
center point representations thus making the smart city sharing process 
to be flexible than other systems that connects the data management 
unit for monitoring smart cities. Fig. 1 provides the block diagram of 
proposed approach. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of smart city maintenance and control units.  
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1.1. Background and related works 

All existing works that provides relevant real time outcome exami-
nations with similar design patterns are analyzed in this section in order 
to observe the drawbacks of conventional methods. One of the main 
reason for discussing the conventional method is that proper elucidation 
must be achieved with respect to different parametric analysis therefore 
achieving accurate smart city solution. In addition to analysis of draw-
backs various methods of implementation is also observed with IoT ar-
chitectures that is built in the top of cross layers for smart cities. In 
Ref. [1] the security analysis is examined for smart cities only with 
evolving technologies such as deep learning, advanced classification 
techniques etc. It is discovered that with deep learning techniques it is 
possible to achieve a precise solution and new architectures can also be 
introduced without additional effect. But in real time deep learning al-
gorithms can provide only classification and comparison of various ef-
fects for mobility conditions in smart cities thereby it is difficult to 
achieve precise solutions. Some of the technologies that functions with 
other classification algorithms are compared in Ref. [2] where decade 
analysis to observe the challenges in data mining is included. During this 
type of analysis importance is provided only to sensing units and appli-
cation layers whereas other parametric elements are not examined which 
is considered as major drawback. In terms of sustainable development all 
smart city applications plays an important role where with necessary 
parameters sustainability is guaranteed [3]. Even though sustainability is 
assured the way of achieving it must be highly definite for other method 
implementation. But the way of implementation in other methods does 
not provide relevant solutions thereby making it practically impossible to 
be implemented across combined application platform. 

Conversely in Ref. [4] a node density platform for smart cities are 
connected where highly populated regions which are not converted as 
smart cities are examined by using learning method where IoT is con-
nected for data processing. In all learning models the information about 
varying nodes are included and if any updates are present then it will be 
involved to control center. As a result of different parameters node 
connection update will be provided only to mobile nodes whereas other 
node information is not present. Additionally advanced models for 
maximizing the sustainability of various nodes are involved in connec-
tion process that suits a particular environment [5]. Whenever a system 
is designed it must be adaptable to various environments thereby 
avoiding all external effects with computational technologies in-
volvements for providing improvement is output units. But in the above 
mentioned case there is no involvement with respect to computational 
technologies therefore big architectural representations are designed at 
high cost which is considered as primary weakness. To overcome some 
of the drawbacks with active involvement of computational technolo-
gies it is essential to operate the systems with information gain im-
provements [6]. If a system is operated with information gain then more 
number of iterations must be changed in the formed smart city loops 
thereby creating high clustering units for single application platform. 
During such formation most of the clusters in smart cities remains un-
used thus average energy supply is exhausted at no change conditions. 

Once energy remains wasted then every node can never be connected for 
proper operation thus leading to additional boosting techniques that are 
present in deep learning algorithms. To avoid such additional boosting 
process the system implementation process itself must increase the ac-
curacy by using various classification techniques. 

Further it is recommended to follow all communication procedures 
to search varying solutions for smart cities by using a message queuing 
protocol where all data is managed with respect to protection schemes 
[7]. If protection schemes are integrated for smart city monitoring then 
security of data is assured where controlling of sensors with respect to 
various data mining is achieved. But with the use of data mining algo-
rithms only clustering and classification problems can be solved and 
other external control process cannot be provided. Even if control pro-
cess are determined then a open authorization can only be added with 
previous contents thus requiring more resources at monitoring state. 
With such complex involvements entire smart city can never be main-
tained with maximized life time support. As an alternate to above 
mentioned methods some of the key performance indicators are deter-
mined with respect to advanced algorithms that provides output using 
specific language units [8].Hence the model driven parameters by using 
engineering solutions can be achieved in an alternate way thereby every 
smart city interpretations are avoided. Nevertheless it is possible to 
avoid complete interpretation from evolution of smart cities but some 
additional extensions can be evaded. Further more to monitor every 
smart city with IoT additional resources are needed thereby resources 
can be shared across different wireless medium [9]. The same process of 
resource sharing is introduced by various researchers [10] that employ 
the use of multisource heterogeneous data that is achieved with strategic 
management systems. Table 1 provides the comparison statement on 
various methods and algorithms that are used for implementation and 
monitoring in smart cities. 

1.2. Research gap and motivation 

There are many existing approaches for monitoring smart cities 
where solution for problems are provided with many parametric de-
terminations such as energy, distance, accuracy etc. Even some of the 
recent works that are examined by several researches proved that smart 
city application process can be monitored with IoT. However the fore-
most gap that is observed in existing approach is that three objectives 
such as maintenance, control and security are not analyzed which is 
considered as major advancement in current generation systems. Hence 
the proposed method is designed for solving the gap that is present in 
existing approach where the solution for following queries must be 
provided. 

RG1: Whether the designed system can able to establish proper node 
control with distance minimization? 

RG2: Can the security of data units be maximized with data mining 
algorithms with appropriate classification and clustering? 

RG3: Is the system model flexible for reducing the raising disparities 
and to maximize the stability of monitoring units? 

Table 1 
Exiting vs. Proposed.  

References Main characteristics Objectives 

A B C D 

[11] Energy management for smart cities using building information systems ✓   ✓ 
[12] Energy consumption with unique IoT architectures with predictive control  ✓ ✓  
[13] Smart city monitoring with cloud computing networks ✓ ✓   
[14] Mapping algorithms for smart city applications ✓  ✓  
[15] Analytic network processing systems for smart cities  ✓  ✓ 
[16] 5G for smart cities with energy saving   ✓ ✓ 
Proposed Maintenance and control of smart cities with data mining algorithms ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
A: Node control and time measurements; B: Full data transmission with security; C: Stability and disparities; D: Queue control  
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1.3. Major contributions 

The following parametric objectives must be addressed by data 
mining algorithms in order to tackle the uncertainties associated with 
maintaining and managing smart cities.  

• By taking into account a hop’s worth of distance between two nodes, 
construct a control point at each node at a different time.  

• In order to link secure sensors for data monitoring, entire gearbox 
units must always be developed.  

• To provide the highest level of security at every cluster point, the 
control centre maintains stability with fewer discrepancies. 

1.4. Paper organization 

The remaining section of the article is arranged as follows: Section 2 
provides the description on designed system model for incorporating 
security in smart cities using mathematical representations. Section 3 
integrates the proposed system model with data mining algorithm in 
order to maximize the effectiveness of projected approach. Section 4 
validates the outcomes of security and data mining algorithm with 
scenario representations using simulation analysis. Section 5 concludes 
the paper with directions in future scope. 

2. Proposed system model 

The measurement and control process for smart cities must be 
designed in a non-changing way where foremost importance must be 
provided to analytical representations. Therefore for unique system 
representations necessary parametric system model is formulated with 
objective functions that is incorporated for real time examinations. 
Further the design representations are carried out by considering smart 
information unit as every control technique is established with data that 
is processed with IoT. Moreover in proposed system model the control 
process that represents security that is provided by various sensors that 
assists smart vehicles for providing clear end-to-end operations. 

2.1. Smart city node control 

For proper planning and establishment in various cities that needs to 
be carried out for monitoring purpose nodes must be recognized at all 
end points in the system. Once the node points are established then 
several intelligent devices are examined by using a one-hop communi-
cation distance as represented in Equation (1). 

Nc(i)=min
∑n

i=1
OHd(i, n) + En(i, n) (1) 

Equation (1) determines the distance control points that converts the 
signal interaction process in each smart city to be much better as 
compared to normal interaction process. 

2.2. IoT time measurements 

If one hop distance communication is established then every IoT 
monitoring device must complete all data processing measurements at 
reduced time periods. Hence for short time duration every control pro-
cess must be highly secured as the system with identical ranges can 
match at different areas of the city thus leading to data violations. Hence 
Equation (2) is formulated for IoT data measurement process. 

TMi =min
∑n

i=1
DPt + PTt + DAt (2) 

Equation (2) determines that for time period measurements every 
IoT data processing units must be added with effect on different agents 
that are involved. If the device processing time is much higher then 
external agents will have much higher effect that maximizes the time 
period of data transmissions. 

2.3. System security 

For smart cities the security of IoT data measurements can be 
observed with authentication process where the system must immedi-
ately respond to all data changes. In addition due to involvement of 
agents it is essential to use a request processing system where the 
requested data can be transmitted to destination without any delay as 
indicated in Equation (3). 

SSi =max
∑n

i=1
AUi +VRi→IoTd (3)  

In Equation (3) complete data is measured and controlled with response 
factor and depending on the response of edge (sensor) devices security of 
data transmission units are examined. 

2.4. Transmitting sensor units 

For smart city mentoring and control process full transmission unit 
must be established by incorporating intelligent sensors within one hop 
communication distance. The process of full transmission units is 
defined for each configuration units as consumed energy as formulated 
in Equation (4). 

FTUi =max
∑n

i=1
(ωi × Ii) + Ti (4) 

Equation (4) determines that for full transmission units the sensing 
time period of every node in smart cities must be less than 1 second 
duration. Conversely the current and voltage units for sensor systems for 
control process must be established with proper limitations for 
providing full scale representations. 

2.5. Stable control process 

After supplying necessary parametric values a stable control process 
in every sensor must be established in such a way to prevent unsteady 
flow of two measurement points (i,n). Let us consider the smart city that 
represent the movement of various medium that are connected with IoT 
devices for data connectivity. 

stablei =max
∑n

i=1
Vt(i, n)dvdt (5) 

Equation (5) determines that for every smart medium the stability 
states must be maximized with time period differentiation. Hence with 
various medium it is possible to establish constant flow of data. 

2.6. Disparity control process 

To prevent several raising disparities in smart sensing units it is 
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essential to provide a shortfall estimation of all units. With establish-
ment of shortfall units it is possible to improve smart city structure that 
helps to control all necessary units without any external agent inter-
pretation. Hence the disparity control process is represented using 
Equation (6) as follows. 

DCPi =min
∑n

i=1

ue + Ie
Ap(i)

(6) 

Equation (6) determines the control process with two cycle of energy 
ranges thereafter utilizing only average power ranges in the system. 
With control of both energy ranges it is possible to minimize all dis-
parities in smart cities node points. 

2.7. Queue control 

The smart city information combines more number of units such as 
vehicular systems, building information, health care, cleaning units etc. 
Hence for transmitting and storing information more number of 
sequential queues in the connected system must be minimized as indi-
cated in Equation (7). 

QCi =min
∑n

i=1
AQd + VQd (7) 

Equation (7) determines that two types of queues must be controlled 
as in every smart city virtual units are considered as additional data 
formations. However actual queues can be controlled by using clustering 
techniques thereby data rates can be maintained without any variations 
in reference values. 

2.8. Objective functions 

All the parametric system model for smart cities are combined as 
objective functions by using multi objective frameworks with min-max 
criteria. The objective functions are created in establishing real time 
outcomes which are directly implemented by using loop formation 
systems. 

obj1 =min
∑n

i=1
Nc(i), TMi,DCPi,QCi (8)  

obj2 =max
∑n

i=1
SSi,FTUi, stablei (9) 

The objective functions in Equations (8) and (9) is combined with 
data mining algorithms for classification and training of data units 
thereby establishing a stability function where end users can configure 
each units separately. 

3. Optimization algorithms 

The data mining algorithms that are provided in this section includes 
a brief overview on both clustering and classification where more amount 
of sensor data is present. In this type of data mining algorithms it is 
essential to arrange sensor with page rank matrix thereafter the func-
tionality of each sensor must be defined for smart cities. However in the 
process of data mining there is a possibility that every item can be 
grouped based on similarity representations and in further set of sensor 
monitoring units all similar connectives are removed from the system. 
Since data mining algorithms can create the reference model in an 
automated way it is not necessary for defining specific patterns as from 

the input unit individual architectures can be framed. Additionally if 
more number of data units is present then architectures can be grouped 
with sequential representation of individual units. In the above 
mentioned way every smart city data is incorporated at input where the 
output architecture can be used for discovering various data in the sys-
tem. For every designed smart city individual sensing units are connected 
thus data is transmitted in separate groups after classification with 
certain labels. Further the data mining algorithms can able to gather only 
reliable information from available data thus operational unit adjust-
ments are made in case of minor errors. Since the data mining algorithms 
can able to correct the identified errors all smart city applications func-
tions in an effective way with informed decision making system [17–19]. 
Furthermore the data mining algorithms can provide additional security 
by detecting all data threats that is observed after sensing every clustered 
smart city. Thus the integration process in proposed method is carried out 
with K-means algorithm for clustering different applications and C4.5 for 
data classification in to individual architectures. 

The foremost advantage of data mining algorithm is that every 
reliable information can be achieved for smart city applications thereby 
effective solutions can be accomplished. As compared to other types of 
data units where smart city applications are built the data mining al-
gorithms are used for finding valuable resources to all nodes that are 
connected for monitoring purpose. Additionally every user in smart city 
applications will be informed about decisions therefore it is possible to 
reduce complete data queues where security of detection is increased. 

3.1. K-means algorithm 

In the proposed method for smart cities clustering of various paths 
are needed therefore the value of K is changed several times and in the 
defined clustering paths necessary applications are involved. If K-means 
algorithm functions effectively then in the defined clustering paths 
training period can be provided without any delay which indicates that 
maintenance and control in all clusters are achieved. At initial state the 
K-means algorithm defined an initial cluster with 10 independent sub 
clusters in order to accompany more number of traffic. However once 
the traffic is accommodated then at remaining clusters the presence of 
sub clusters will be limited thereby proper maintenance in terms of 
heavy traffic condition are controlled. In other way the clusters can also 
be formed as security clusters where in heavy traffic conditions only 
authorized users inside the cluster regions are allowed to access the data 
in smart cities [20,21]. The above mentioned process is termed as inter 
cluster formation and with expanded operations it is also possible to 
provide intra cluster operation points. Further to provide security for 
clusters only unlabeled data sets are considered thereby preventing the 
information of maintenance and control that remains extent across 
entire network. Conversely as distance is considered as one of the 
important factor in smart city monitoring and control process, K-means 
algorithm can support with distance unit formations with established 
two points (i,n). The major advantage of K-means clustering is that even 
with more number of clusters the information from different sensing 
units are transmitted only to central control center therefore it is 
possible to achieve non-overlapping data to all end users. Another 
advantage of K-means algorithm in proposed method is that large data 
sets can be scaled thereby converting the process to be implemented in a 
simple way. 

3.1.1. Cluster focal point 
The focal point in the cluster defines the amount of traffic that is 

present at center point where information at every end is accommodated 
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at control center. Hence more observations must be made with respect to 
prediction points which are termed as controlling process at mid points. 
In the proposed method the cluster focal point can be established by 
using Equation (10) as follows. 

FPi =
∑n

i=1
βi(d1 + ..+ di)(α1 + ..+α1) (10) 

Equation (10) determines that established data point at all clusters 
must be reproduced with center points thereby it is possible to achieve a 
center point observation for all traffic conditions by preventing number 
of data failures. 

3.1.2. Data center maintenance 
With the establishment of various control points a maintenance 

cluster will be formed as an additional factor in order to monitor every 
smart city actions. Even though the process of incorporating individual 
maintenance cluster maximizes the cost of operation a precise mainte-
nance and control with security can be established in this case as 
denoted in Equation (11). 

DCMi =
∑n

i=1
CLnew + CLold (11) 

Equation (11) represents that in the established cluster itself it is 
possible to connect a cluster maintenance point thereby minimizing the 
additional cost of implementation to 50%. Moreover in real time ex-
amination on smart cities the maintenance cluster is considered as one of 
the major importance in the system. 

3.1.3. Control distance 
For all the operations in smart city a node point distance is measured 

in order to provide a clear relationship with center point βi. Moreover 
the control distance is established in a particular way to locate the 
nearest cluster center as compared to those with long range points. 
Further if possibility is there in control point establishments then every 
cluster can be reformed with distance measurements as indicated in 
Equation (12). 

controld =
∑n

i=1
(i1 − ii)2

+ ..+ (n1 − ni)2 (12) 

Equation (12) determines that if maximum and minimum points in 
every smart city operations are found then it is much easier to control 
the data that is spread across the control center. 

Algorithm 1. 

The step flows of K-means algorithm is provided and block repre-
sentations are indicated in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 provides a clear description of K- 
means algorithm where centre points are established in terms of node 
points thereby every smart city applications are monitored and reported 
to control centre. Once every data is monitored and reported to control 
centre then necessary data is transmitted and stored at every cluster thus 
indicating data partitions have occurred to avoid queue in mining pro-
cess. Since data partitions are completed for every node there is a need to 
maintain both new and old node data as it is much important to analyze 
the changes that are happening in every smart city applications. For 
every indicated changes amount of distance where node points cannot 
able to capture the necessary details are observed and in the proposed 
method to avoid afore mentioned constraint one hop distance is 
considered. 

3.2. C4.5 algorithm 

Once the smart cities are clustered then at the next point every 
clustered units are classified into different set of paths by introducing 
new architecture representations. The major need of such path classifi-
cation is to identify the clustered data with labeled set therefore it is 
flexible for the user to access necessary data in their own authentication 
way. If entire data about smart cities are classified then a decision tree 
will be represented in order to choose the best decision that is based on 
both control and security [22,23]. In case if more number of clusters are 
providing same decision values with control and security then the pre-
cise node can be chosen based on distance. At each cluster node the 
algorithm selects a subset values which is indicated as sub-tree in order 
to gain more information knowledge about center control points. The 
major advantage of choosing C4.5 algorithm for classification is that 
maximum amount of gain can be achieved after splitting the data in to 
various segments that are represented by individual class groups. Since 
C4.5 can be applied with high frequency ranges it is highly suitable for 
all applications of smart cities where an outlook decision can be taken 
without involving any external effect. Moreover unlimited paths can be 
divided with all working nodes therefore it is possible to cluster more 
number of individual data which varies with center point representa-
tions. Further in C4.5 algorithm data over fitting can be avoided for all 
types of smart data that is present in the output unit. Even if the 
monitored data by secured sensors are inadequate then C4.5 considers 
the reference value thereby achieving minimum number of errors at 
each iteration [22–24]. Conversely for classifying more amount of data 
the storage space that is provided by C4.5 is much higher as compared to 
other data mining algorithms. 

Fig. 2. K-means algorithm for data mining in smart cities.  
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3.2.1. Classified data gain 
As there is a need in data mining algorithms to select necessary base 

data for smart city to add as reference values it is essential to determine 
gain values for further classification or sampling. Hence Equation (13) is 
formulated for representing the gain of C4.5 algorithm. 

C4.5g =
∑n

i=1

γ1 + ..+ γi
ℵi

(13) 

Equation (13) determines that if more number of data sets are 
divided then gain of transmission system is increased thereby achieving 
maximum amount of maintenance for all smart city applications. 

3.2.2. C4.5 control information 
Most of the separated data units must be handled by an individual 

node where control information is detached across various paths. Hence 
it is necessary to connect all separated path for measuring control in-
formation in C4.5 algorithm as indicated in Equation (14). 

CLIi =
∑n

i=1
log2

Infoi
Infot

(14)  

3.2.3. C4.5 accuracy 
In data mining algorithms the accuracy of data information must be 

improved by a certain factor thus assuring that low errors are present. 
Hence accuracy of C4.5 is measured with data set and clustering infor-
mation as indicated in Equation (15). 

acci =
∑n

i=1
(SED1 + ..+ SEDi) × CLd(i) (15) 

The step flows of C4.5 algorithm is provided and block 

representations are indicated in Fig. 3. The complete inference for var-
iables in system model and optimizaiton algorithms is provided in 
Table 2. 

Algorithm 2.   

4. Results 

This part uses hardware and software modules to investigate the 
integrated outcomes on objective functions with optimization tech-
niques that are introduced for both clustering and classifications. 
Various sensors that provide security during application integration are 
connected to a central processor where data sets are saved, and if any 
modifications are represented with respect to the data, they can be 
deleted and added in order to validate the results with hardware units. In 
the smart city monitoring system, multiple reference data sets are 
gathered from the healthcare and transportation industries, and opera-
tional points are defined using values from existing average data sets. 
More newly produced units are maintained by cloud processing units for 
the healthcare sector, and changes are managed by data control points to 
which nodes are connected. The hardware modules also include power 
supplies that enable the sensing units and node points to function based 
on a predetermined distance. Additionally, each node and sensing unit is 
given a round trip time in order to monitor the data within a pre-
determined timeframe as each user is specified with respect to mobility 
considerations. Additionally, every characteristic, such as disparity and 
stability, is tracked using the data set at hand, creating a focal point for 
numerous clusters. The ideal solution for smart cities can be 
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accomplished in each application by using a variety of data pathways 
that provide high gain factors, on the other hand, in order to achieve 
solutions. Every sensing unit in the proposed model has the ability to 
provide full scale representations, and all input is processed without any 
data points being rejected. This is the hardware modules main advan-
tage. The following scenarios are executed in order to analyze the pro-
posed system model using optimization algorithms in real time, and the 

significance of scenario design is indicated in Table 3. 
Scenario 1: Node arrangement and time management. 
Scenario 2: Secured monitoring and transmission. 
Scenario 3: Stable points and reduced disparities. 
Scenario 4: Minimization of queues. 

4.1. Discussions 

In order to run the data constantly with n loop node points, the 
implemented hardware modules monitored data is transmitted to con-
nected software units utilizing a serial cable connection. The MATLAB 
IoT toolbox is used to test the software codes in the hardware module, 
which contains exact replicas of the linked units such as sensors, power 
supplies, CPUs, etc. connected in a cascaded fashion. The cascaded 
structure can be extended if more units are introduced, giving software 
units flexibility for n node representation and allowing for these con-
versions in the suggested approach as indicated in Table 4. 

All the simulation parameters are tested with initial setup that is 
performed with processor storage units and after a clear examination of 
working points the outcomes are taken and processed with three 
dimensional representations. The major reason for three dimensional 
analysis is that every smart city variations can be observed if a pareto 
variations with x,y and z axis representations are made. The detailed 
description about designed scenarios is as follows. 

4.1.1. Scenario 1: Node arrangement and time management 
Since security sensors are involved in the process of monitoring 

systems it is essential to arrange nodes in a particular way that provides 
extended support for all operations. Hence in this scenario node 
arrangement observations are processed by considering the installed 
points. In case if the points are not sufficient then sensing actions will 
never be provided therefore for monitoring smart cities it is essential to 
arrange nodes in a proper way. Once the nodes are arranged then time 

Fig. 3. C4.5 algorithm for data mining in smart cities.  

Table 2 
Variable representations.  

Variables Inferences 

i,n Measurement points 
OHd One hop distance 
En Edge between two nodes 
DPt , DAt Data processing and agent time period 
PTt Packet transmission time periods 
AUi Authorization units 
VRi Validation of data with response factor 
ωi, Ii Voltage and current for intelligent sensors 
Ti Time period of sensing 
Vt Movement of medium in corresponding time periods 
ue, Ie Utilized and induced energies 
Ap Average power of each sensors 
AQd , VQd Actual and virtual queues 
βi Center points 
d1 + ..+ di Set of data points 
α1 + ..+ α1 Set of clusters 
CLnew New maintenance points 
CLold Old cluster points 
i1, ii, n1 and ni control measurement points 
ℵi total number of data branches 
γ1 + ..+ γi separated data sets 
Infoi, Infot input and total information units 
SED1 + ..+

SEDi 

set of data before clustering 

CLd clustered data set  

Table 3 
Importance of scenario establishment.  

Scenario Significance 

Node arrangement and time 
management 

To arrange all nodes with proper control and at 
minimized time periods 

Secured monitoring and 
transmission 

To increase security of data with full scale 
transmissions 

Stable points and reduced 
disparities 

To establish proper working points for each sensors 
with reduced inequalities 

Minimization of queues To reduce the data traffic in IoT storage systems 
and at various nodes  

Table 4 
Simulation environments.  

Bounds Requirement 

Operating systems Windows 8 and above 
Platform MATLAB and IoT connectivity tool 
Version (MATLAB) 2015 and above 
Version (IoT 

connectivity tool) 
2.8 and above 

Applications Smart city monitoring for all applications 
Implemented data sets Clustered data with total number of sensors and node 

points with classified units  
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period of monitoring is checked and reported to control center where if 
one hop distance is maintained then time states will be minimized. The 
major problem in distance maximization is that it should support the 
range of sensors where all edge points must be connected. Hence the 
node arrangement is measured between two points (i,n) by adding both 
edge and distance points and the time measurement at both the indi-
cated points are observed with data processing, agent and packet 
transmission times. Fig. 4 illustrates the comparison output for node 
arrangement and time management process. 

From Fig. 4 it is observed that nodes are arranged in a proper way 
with appropriate time utilization for proposed method as compared to 
existing approach. The sensors are placed in such a way that connec-
tivity at various points are provided with one hop distance thereby the 
changes are not made at any edges. However if the sensors are changed 
then edge point varies and this can be considered only for updated 

network cases thereafter all edge points can be changed by adding dis-
tance points. Moreover with respect to data processing time periods 
every data is transmitted at initial ranges therefore a minimized time 
period is achieved. To prove this scenario number of measurement 
points are considered as 3,6,9,12 and 15 where data processing speed is 
1.4,2,2.6,3.1 and 3.5 respectively. For the aforementioned measurement 
points percentage of node control is maximized to 95% therefore proper 
information is transmitted at minimized time period of 1 second and 4 s 
in proposed and existing methods [6] respectively. 

4.1.2. Scenario 2: Secured monitoring and transmission 
For monitoring entire smart city it is essential the data must be highly 

secured in all states of application process. Hence in this scenario 
secured state monitoring is examined with transmission cases where full 
data transmissions are processed. During secured monitoring state for all 

Fig. 4. Total data processing periods for smart cities with varying measurement points.  

Fig. 5. Number of authorization and secured units with varying time periods.  
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smart cities the data authorizations are maintained separately and 
during this point the number of valid response from each sensor is 
observed. In case if data authorizations are much higher with improper 
valid response then the connected system fails to establish relationship 
with central controller. But if both authorizations and responses are 
properly made then appropriate transmission states are maintained. The 
above mentioned case must also be carried out by checking total number 
of transmissions where both voltage and current values at input and 
output units are measured thereby indicating total time period of 
monitored data. Fig. 5 indicates the comparison outcomes of secured 
data transmission are both proposed and existing approach. 

From Fig. 5 it is obvious that proposed method on monitoring smart 
cities provides high security and also full data is transmitted as 
compared to existing approach. The major reason for such increase in 
security is that number of sensors that are used in the monitoring process 
for smart cities provides high security thereby maintaining proper 
control over other procedures that functions without any clustering. 
Further the full data transmission state can only be established if proper 
voltage and current values are provided to input unit and in connected 
sensors both current and voltage values are supplied in a proper way. To 
prove this scenario number of authorization units are increased from 10 
to 50000 in step size of 100, 1000, 10000 where every units are sensed at 

Fig. 6. Expanding disparities control with sensor energy points.  

Fig. 7. Original and virtual queues for data rejection point measurements.  
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50,75,100,125 and 150 min respectively. As a result of such sensing 
period the percentage of security with full data transmissions is 
increased to 84% and 53% in case of proposed and existing [6] 
approaches. 

4.1.3. Scenario 3: Stable points and reduced disparities 
The smart city monitoring sensors which are connected with data 

monitoring units must provide stable points thereby reducing the 
amount of disparities in the connected network. Hence in this scenario 
number of stable points that provides support for entire operating units 
are determined by examining the movement with respect to differenti-
ation in time periods. During the process of stable point examination all 
values at the output will be changed with time periods therefore the 
procedure of differentiation is considered. In addition the raising dis-
parities must be controlled after differentiation where average power of 
sensors needs to be examined at this point. Therefore the amount of 
current and voltage that is supplied for each sensor is added in terms of 
energy factors where both externally induced and utilized energies are 
added. The major reason for inducing energies in sensors is that the 
amount of internally supplied average power is not much enough for 
operating at different time periods. Fig. 6 provides the simulation 
outcome of stable points and disparities for proposed and existing 
approach. 

From Fig. 6 it is pragmatic that more number of stable points are 
established in proposed method as compared to existing approach. 
Conversely in the proposed method the stable points are achieved in an 
automatic way without inducing any energy even after time differenti-
ations are made. Due to absence of external energy sources the amount 
of disparities are also reduced in projected model thus all monitored 
values for smart city applications provides high functional contents. To 
verify the real time outcomes utilized energies are considered as 
3,5,8,11 and 14 with average power values of 2.13,2.19,3.25,3.33 and 
4.46 where in existing method also induced energies considered to be 
zero. With the above mentioned values the percentage of disparities are 
found to be 17,14,13,11 and 8 percent in case of existing approach. But 
in projected model percentage of disparities is much lesser with 11,9,6,4 
and 2 percent respectively. As a result of reduced disparities all the smart 
city applications are operated at high secured rates as compared to 
existing approach [6]. 

4.1.4. Scenario 4: Minimization of queues 
Even after establishing stable points there is a possibility that the 

connected networks remains unsafe if more amount of traffic is observed 
in smart cities for data monitoring process. Hence in this scenario the 
importance of queue formation and priority among data processing is 
explained with actual and virtual queue formation systems. In the sys-
tem model actual queue denotes that for the given number of inputs 
some queue point will be established which cannot be prevented. 
Whereas in case of virtual queues if any redundant data is present then it 
will not be stored in the data storage unit and as an alternative it will be 
stored in queue. The above mentioned type of storage indicates that a 
virtual queue is formed due to data rejections thereafter data will remain 
secured in smart city process. Additionally the rejection process with 
virtual queues can also be established with priority states where the data 
that causes more insecure operation can be stored permanentlyin queue 
units. Fig. 7 demonstrates the percentage of queues for proposed and 
existing approach. 

From Fig. 7 it is obvious that queues are minimized in case of pro-
posed method as compared with existing approach. The number of pre- 
determined queue points is determined to be 500 for both existing and 
proposed approach before performing real time experimentations. Even 
though the amount of queue points are lesser the cost of data wastage is 
reduced and in addition at initial state after smart city monitoring the 
external data that is not determined by connected sensors are auto-
matically removed from the operating units. To verify the simulation 
case study number of original queues are considered as 7,10,14,17 and 
20 with virtual queues as 56,69,100,114 and 135 respectively. For the 
above mentioned original and virtual queue values the percentage of 
queues (data rejections) are found to be 56,69,100,114 and 135. 
Whereas with same established queue values the percentage of total 
queues are found to be 43,38,35,30 and 26for existing approach 
whereas in case of projected model percentage of queues are reduced 
below 20%. 

4.2. Measurement and control: Time complexity 

Since the proposed method is based on entire smart city monitoring, 
various applications will be combined where the time complexity of 
detection process plays a critical role. Hence in this scenario time 
complexity is analyzed in addition to time management where the 
outcomes of smart cities must be achieved at short period of time. The 
above mentioned outcome can be achieved only if optimization algo-
rithm by using data mining procedures is operated in a proper way 
which defines that all node points with corresponding data must be 

Fig. 8. Time complexities of proposed and existing methods with changing iterations.  
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achieved frequently at reduced time periods. Further every node points 
that are connected with clusters must also establish a secured connection 
with central controller thereafter data separations are made in a proper 
way. In case if the monitored data for any application is achieved in 
presence of time complexities then particular data can be removed 
because it is considered as external attack. Conversely the procedure of 
minimizing time complexities also attempts to separate the data before 
clustering thereby achieving high accuracy. Fig. 8 provides the simula-
tion outcome of time complexities for proposed and existing methods. 

From Fig. 8 it is observed that due to integration of data mining al-
gorithms the time complexities are reduced as compared to existing 
approach. To analyze the effect of time complexities ten iterations are 
considered and a set of combination factor is defined thereby consid-
ering the best epoch periods as 20,40,60,80 and 100. In simulation 
analysis the outcomes are observed for all iterations but the values are 
present with negligible factors hence only the best epoch values are 
indicated. The comparison study with existing approach [6] that starts 
with best epoch of 20 indicates that time complexities remains at 4.73 
and 2.14 s. Consequently with increasing epoch periods the time com-
plexities are reduced to 3.19 and 1 second in case of existing and pro-
posed methods respectively. The above mentioned reduced time 
complexities remains constant even if iterations are increased with more 
number of nodes and data points therefore a sustainable state can be 
maintained for every smart city application. 

5. Conclusions 

The application developments from various sectors that includes 
transportations, health care etc are combined and represented as major 
characteristic factors for smart city developments. Therefore for such 
developments the digital technologies that are connected with advanced 
monitoring devices provides useful way for introducing wireless moni-
toring units to long ranges. In addition due to long monitoring ranges 
with the help of node points it is possible to monitor all smart city 
application process where data units can be integrated without any 
external effect. In the proposed method the process of monitoring smart 
cities are carried out by using various sensors where node control pro-
cedures are processed with varying time units. Moreover for monitoring 
smart cities with sensors data classification and clustering is carried out 
by using data mining algorithms. Due to incorporation of advanced 
sensing features the transmitted sensor units can able to achieve solu-
tions in full scale as compared to existing system which indicates that 
data complexities are reduced. Moreover the smart city monitoring 
systems must be stable at all established control points where if any 
disparities are raised then it can be solved with central control unit. 

Therefore in the proposed method one hop distance is maintained 
and with all distance points it is possible to reduce the disparities below 
2% thereby achieving a constant smart city monitoring state. The 
comparative results are taken for four scenarios and a comparison 
statement is indicated to prove the effectiveness over identical models. 
For all the scenarios the projected model proves to provide better 
operating point for smart city applications and it can be proved in terms 
of achieved real time values. In first scenario the proposed model 
manages the node effectively for about 95% thereby increasing the se-
curity of each node to 84%. In addition high stable points are achieved 
with reduced disparities of 2% thereafter minimizing the data queues 
lesser than 20%. 
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